
Poetry Commentary Paragraph 
Assignment  

 
Task :  

You will write a paragraph in which you offer an analysis of your chosen poem: "Taking One for the  
Team" by Sara Holbrook, "what everybody knows now" by Jacqueline Woodson, "Blackberry-Picking"  
by Seamus Heaney, "I am Offering This Poem" by Jimmy Santiago Baca, or "February" by Margaret  
Atwood. 

 
Steps :  
 

1. Complete the Poetry Organizer in response to your chosen poem. 
2. Write a proper theme statement in response to your poem. 
3. Choose one poetic device that helps establish your theme.  
4. Find a good example of that poetic device in your poem. 
5. Write a brief paragraph explaining how the poet’s use of your chosen poetic device helps establish the 

theme of the poem. (See my Sample) 
 

 
Evaluation Criteria: 

 
First, self-assess your work. Have you done all of the following? 
 

❏ I have included the title of the poem and the author in my first sentence.   
❏ My first sentence is my theme statement. 
❏ I have clearly indicated which poetic device I will discuss in the paragraph. 
❏ I have included direct quotations from the poem, properly punctuated; I have also included the 

relevant line numbers. 
❏ I have explained how and why the device I chose, and the evidence I chose, establishes the 

poem’s theme. 
❏ My concluding sentence links back to the opening theme statement. 

 
 
If you cannot put a check next to each item in the list above, add to or amend your paragraph as necessary.  
 
See the rubric for the task on the following page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14Yz7Vz0pNPVHMBi00OD2hu-TfAR3dXqLC5XScPU6_Cs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dsX-XgpP_-t3n7cn5BN4Np_E0TzFbVvswzhZXoLB5Wg/edit?usp=sharing


Concerns 
 

Skills and content where further 
growth is needed 

Levels 1-2 

Criteria 
 

Curriculum expectations (in plain language) that will 
be demonstrated and assessed in this task 

Level 3-3+ 

Advanced 
Evidence of skills and content knowledge 
that meets the expectations of this 
assignment to an excellent degree, 
and/or exceeds expectations 

Level 4 -4+ 

  Knowledge 
 

● Overall, my paragraph offers an accurate 
and insightful analysis of one aspect of the 
poem, and offers a valid theme statement. 

 
/5 

 

  Thinking 
 

● My evidence from the poem is apt and 
demonstrates effective critical thinking.  
 

● I have explained how and why the device I 
chose, and the evidence I chose, 
establishes the poem’s theme. 

 
/10 

 

  Communication 
 

● My paragraph is unified and coherent; I 
have woven words and phrases from the 
poem seamlessly into my own prose. 
 

● I have edited out all or nearly all errors in 
spelling, grammar, syntax, or punctuation. 

 
/5 

 

 

  Application 
● Overall, I have applied the PEEL format 

effectively (i.e. I have done everything 
required in the checklist above). 

/5 

 

 
 


